
Energy & Sustainability Services

Confidential Property of Schneider Electric

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Select the cover that will resonate with your audience the best.Ultimate goal:Engage in partnership together for supply, sustainability and efficiencyGoal of this specific presentation:�Schedule the next call/meeting, uncover their unique needs to create a discussion and open dialogueHow to achieve goal:�Demonstrate that they will solve their problems or achieve their goals if they partner with us. Demonstrate that we are experts, they can trust us and we will lead them in the best direction.Talk about them, their goals, why they should care about what we share.The questions we will answer:Chapter 01 - What is your organization trying to achieve?Chapter 02 - How can energy and sustainability stakeholders (traditional cost centers) contribute?Chapter 03 - How will you uncover opportunities and take control?Chapter 04 - How does active energy management work?Chapter 05 - How will you get there?Chapter 06 - How do we start?
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Be Competitive
Maintain brand position 
and enable innovation

Be Profitable
Save money and 
operate efficiently

Be Confident
Make data-driven 

decisions and mitigate risk

Today’s companies want (and need) to…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHAPTER 01What is your organization trying to achieve?These are the goals of companies like yours…Companies want (and need) to be profitable, competitive and confident.This means they want to…Save money and operate efficientlyMaintain brand position and enable innovationMitigate risk and make informed decisions (built on trusted data)But how can you contribute to your organization’s goals when energy and sustainability initiatives are typically viewed as cost centers within the enterprise…



“The electricity system that has served us well for 100 years is 
facing a fundamental threat to its existence.”

- Navigant, Liberating Microgrids (and All DER)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHAPTER 02�How can energy and sustainability stakeholders (traditional cost centers) contribute?How the markets are giving you a unique opportunity to meet the goals of your organizationAs the traditional grid changes from a network of connected wires to something more fluid… …you are in a unique position to find savings and innovation that will contribute to the overall enterprise goals. Remainder of Navigant quote“…the possibility of an energy future that is fossil-free and does not require an extensive network of long distance wires to serve the energy needs of consumers.”
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From a centralized, manual,
carbon-driven energy landscape

To a decentralized, digitized and 
decarbonized future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As technology evolves, the energy landscape is following. The market is moving from a centralized, manual, carbon-driven energy landscape to one that is more decentralized, digitized and decarbonized.Supporting Stats50 global sustainability reporting programs and thousands of metricsEuropean natural gas prices rose over 60% last year, but UK year-ahead summer contracts fell by 10% in the same period (2014, ICE)66% data is stored in disparate systems (Survey of 3,500 IT leaders by TEKsystems)86% currently use Excel to track energy data, but only 33% satisfied (Facility and Sustainability Data Management Survey Report)Renewable generation estimated to be 25% of global power generation in 2018 (Future Computing 2012, Statistical Analysis of Cost of Energy Due to Electricity Outages in Developing Countries)
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Digitization
Number of connected 

devices increases data

▲300%
connected devices from 

15B in 2016 to 50B by 2020

Decarbonization
Use of renewables grows 
and energy prices drop

▼60%
average cost of wind power 

has dropped since 2009

Decentralization
Flexible energy generation 
changes the traditional grid

165.5 GW
global distributed generation 
market in 2023, 87.3 in 2014

The megatrends making way for the new energy landscape

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More specifically, the megatrends we see now are setting the stage for the new energy future.Digitization�(we - and our devices - are getting more connected to each other every day)Decarbonization�(renewables use is growing and becoming more affordable)Decentralization�(as the traditional grid changes, energy consumers now have more control than ever before) Digitization StatNetworking giant Cisco estimates that the number of connected devices worldwide will rise from 15 billion today to 50 billion by 2020. Intel is even more bullish, claiming that over 200 billion devices will be connected by then.Decarbonization StatThe average cost for wind power has dropped 60% since 2009, falling below $20 per megawatt hour in some instances.Decentralization StatThe global distributed generation market had 87.3 GW in 2014 and will have 165.5 GW in 2023.
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Organizational alignment is the biggest challenge for business progress
People and data are often separate and operate in organizational silos

Executives

Sustainability

Operations

Finance

What keeps your organization from 
reaching its energy/sustainability vision?

Organizational Alignment | 55%

Time | 43%

Funding | 39%

Risk Appetite | 37%

Leadership | 22%

Data | 20%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHAPTER 03�How will you uncover opportunities and take control?Organizational silos can be a tremendous challenge you face as markets and teams convergence.People within any organization have their own goals.But all need to contribute to the larger enterprise vision.And many continue to operate in silos with data in disparate systems.Organizational alignment (i.e., operating in silos) is the #1 reason why enterprise visions aren’t being met. So, how do you decide who owns the action plan as this market convergence occurs?Goals of Internal/External StakeholdersExecutivesLower costs to increase profitabilityGet visibility into corporate performanceBuild brand equity and integrity Procurement & Finance TeamsUncover all savings opportunitiesSimplify data collection and processingManage energy budgetsOperationsGain more visibility into energy usage, costsBenchmark and prioritize efficiency projectsExtend asset life and performanceSustainability TeamsAchieve simplified reportingInvest in clean, renewable energyDrive employee engagementSupply Chain TeamsAudit supply chains to mitigate riskCollaborate with suppliers to improve performanceCustomers & InvestorsIncrease transparency of operationsCommunicate program successesDrive operational innovation
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Break down traditional silos to integrate goals into common strategy
The future is a convergence we call Active Energy Management

how you grow sustainably
and reduce resource use

how you use energy
and increase reliability 

how you buy energy
and manage risk

ACTIVE ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To take a more active role, companies must break down the traditional silos and work together.This convergence and coming together is Active Energy Management.As these disciplines have converged, the complexity and challenges that we’re experiencing as we manage energy and sustainability has increased…just in the last few years, and even more so in the last 10 years.Additional Notes: Examples of how this convergence is already occurring in the market…ProcurementMarkets deregulating �(India, Russia, Japan, Mexico) Real-time pricing decisionsRise of the prosumerMultiple solutions to manage risk aligned with strategyEfficiencyRemote diagnostics Microgrids/battery storage enable energy as an assetCO2 footprint reduction now part of efficiencyCompanies accelerating conservation measuresSustainabilityNew market mechanisms enabling cleantech growthSupply chain sustainability Financial markets seeking sustainability dataConnected compliance reporting programs for operational benefits
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The Journey to Active Energy Management
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how did we find ourselves at this convergence in the market?The Aware StageMost organizations are in the Aware stage (at the least)Most are taking advantage of deregulated electricity markets, third-party procurement, tariff reviewsNo convergence yet with energy efficiency or presence of sustainability – but no connection. They are on parallel pathsThe Established StageAt this stage, organizations are getting more visibility into the operations of the individual sitesThey’re looking at hourly consumption and apply that to a procurement strategy; e.g., block and indexEnergy consumption and procurement are beginning to convergeConcurrently, organizations might start looking at sustainability to test some initiatives like battery storage, buying RECs, etc.They are looking at their carbon footprint, reporting to the public and stakeholders goals and activityThe Leading StageWe’ve seen many organizations reach this stage in the last few yearsTo reach this stage, you have to start with data – you can’t manage what you can’t measureThen you have to have a strategy – establish some sort of targets (reduction, renewable, etc.)Finally, you have to executive sponsorship to help facilitate the use of a common language in the organization.The convergence has to occur throughout the entire organization to truly be a leader in this arenaDecision made on the supply-side take into consideration energy efficiency…and activity to reduce efficiency consider what’s happening in sustainability



GoalsLean internal teams not aligned with common goals

Employees and supply chain scattered across the globe

Global, enterprise-wide goals reliant on local implementation

Lots of resource data with more complexity

Disparate, disconnected systems

How can we reach our goals with the obstacles in our way?
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Start

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As companies begin this journey to Active Energy Management, the starting place will be different for each organization.However, many companies are finding several common obstacles in their path as they begin to break down these silos. Such as…see obstacles on the slide or customize based on what you know about your audience.
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Multiple paths to reach your goals, but your journey is unique
Identifying the most efficient path with the fewest obstacles can be a challenge

Start

Define goals, benchmark 
against your industry

Meet 
compliance 
needs

Use energy market 
intelligence to mitigate
risk and lower costs

Buy energy cheaper 
through strategic 
energy procurement

Develop technology 
plan to harness data 

Take advantage of all 
utility rebates and 
incentives

Audit poor performing 
facilities

Monitor and benchmark 
site and enterprise 
resource consumption 
using cloud platform

Deploy efficiency projects 
driven by strategy

Ensure energy 
infrastructure 
is reliable

Explore renewable
energy options

Calculate the ROI on 
every efficiency project, 
and monitor for “drift” 
from results over time

Consider certification
such as ISO 50001

Communicate
success and increase 
transparency

Continuous monitoring of 
facilities and projects 

Proactively identify capital 
upgrades to improve 
performance

Re- prioritize initiatives 
and adjust strategy

End

Can I negotiate better 
rates or terms? Am I 
overpaying?

Which projects have 
the fastest payback?

Solar panels or purchase 
renewable energy?

Do my customers and 
stakeholders know about 
our success?

Develop energy & 
sustainability plan 

BE PROFITABLE, COMPETITIVE, and CONFIDENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are multiple ways to achieve your goals, but every organization has a unique path that is the right/best one. It depends on where you’re headed and your company’s unique internal and external obstacles.Customize this slide based on what you know about your audience.
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Your best path forward is achievable with Active Energy Management
With a comprehensive view of your enterprise, your direction becomes clear 

Implement an 
enterprise energy 
and sustainability 
data platform to 
collect all your 
data

Direct route

Develop a 
roadmap that 
takes into account 
both energy and 
sustainability

Converge supply 
and demand 
efforts to generate 
financial results Integrate 

sustainability 
goals into how 
you buy and use 
energy

Active Energy Management

Perform a gap 
analysis on skills, 
expertise, data 
and technology

A C T I V E  E N E R G Y  
M A N A G E M E N T

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With active energy management in place, a way to look at your energy and resource portfolio comprehensively, your path will become clear.It begins with strong data, then goal setting, then an implementation plan that will enable you to hit the goals and targets you set for the organization.
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Be profitable with Active Energy Management

Be Profitable
Save money and 
operate efficiently

• Integrate various PPAs into procurement strategy

• Identify utility rebates and implement efficiency projects to qualify

• Maximize energy use flexibility with hourly price forecasts

• Explore areas to reduce usage beyond energy (water, waste)

ACTIVE ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHAPTER 04�How does active energy management work?The power of breaking down the silos and thinking about supply, demand and sustainability at once to help organizations achieve their goals…real-life examplesBe profitable with Active Energy Management Examples of how organizations can save money and operate efficiently through the lens of Active Energy Managementi.e., save money and operate efficiently by focusing on more than one (better yet, all three) of the traditional silosCustomize this slide with examples that will resonate with your audience.
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Be competitive with Active Energy Management

Be Competitive
Maintain brand position 
and enable innovation

• Deploy distributed energy resources for reliable power

• Incorporate sustainability across the supply chain

• Implement efficiency projects that help hit sustainability targets

• Participate in reporting schemes and standards to increase corporate 
transparency, e.g., ISO 50001, CDP, GRI, GRESB

ACTIVE ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be competitive with Active Energy Management (examples)…Examples of how organizations can maintain brand position and enable innovation through the lens of Active Energy Managementi.e., maintain brand position and enable innovation by focusing on more than one (better yet, all three) of the traditional silosCustomize this slide with examples that will resonate with your audience.
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Be Confident
Make data-driven 

decisions and mitigate risk

Be confident with Active Energy Management

• Collect and track information from all enterprise resource data streams

• Enable remote energy monitoring to uncover facility efficiencies

• Leverage microgrids with real-time pricing, production schedules, 
weather, distributed energy, etc. to determine the best operating scheme

• Take advantage of peer-to-peer blockchain-enabled transactions

ACTIVE ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be confident with Active Energy Management (examples)…Examples of how organizations can mitigate risk and make informed decisions through the lens of Active Energy Managementi.e., mitigate risk and make informed decisions - backed by data - by focusing on more than one (better yet, all three) of the traditional silosCustomize this slide with examples that will resonate with your audience.
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Rely on our expertise and innovation
We share your passion for corporate sustainability and energy efficiency

6000+ clients globally

300k managed sites around the world

1st (and the most) ISO 50001 certified 
buildings in the world

2000+ experts from energy supply, 
sustainability, and resource efficiency

€30B managed energy spend

27% reduction of our own energy spend

40 million metric tons of CO2 managed

The only Leader in both energy & 
sustainability management software¹

40% of the world’s apparel 
manufacturers and retailers monitor supply 
chain sustainability using our web-based 
platform
¹ As rated by Verdantix, 2014

SOLID FOUNDATION DEDICATED EXPERTISE AWARD-WINNING INNOVATION
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2:1
Renewable energy 

capacity leads 
generation 

investment globally

$95.7B
Green bonds 

reached in 
2016, doubling 

since 2015 

$13B 
Energy efficiency 

investment 
reached $13B in 

2015, 

80%
Solar will reach grid 
parity in 80 percent 

of countries in 
2017

5,150%
US corporate 

procurement of clean 
energy is up 5,150 

percent cumulatively 
over last 8 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this slide for more context related to the megatrends 



Shift from looking at energy as a cost center to energy as an asset

• Invest for the long term, not short term which lowers costs

• Look at new financial vehicles to finance energy and sustainability 
operations to reduce risk

New business models will emerge for energy and sustainability management to 
calculate energy costs and fund initiatives

• “Energy-as-a-service” (EaaS) – outsourcing energy assets, initiatives and 
management 

• Securing investor capital for projects such as corporate sustainability bond 

New opportunities from the connection of software & devices

• Sophisticated predictive modelling and algorithms analyze data, enabling 
staff to focus on filtered top priorities 
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Greatest impact and savings comes a converged strategy
3 Examples of Active Energy Management Providing New Opportunities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this slide for more context related to examples of AEM in action
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Unlock the Power of Centralized, Accurate Data

Sustainability

ProcurementEfficiency

Global Data Management

Collect, aggregate, verify and 
analyze energy and sustainability 
data across an organization

Track energy, water, waste. 
Reduce emissions, meet 

external reporting commitments

Reduce energy consumption by 
implementing operational, 
mechanical, and behavioral 
best practices 

Optimize energy supply and 
mitigate risk through procurement 

and budgeting best practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this slide to describe how starting with data can be critical to an AEM approach
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Energy & Sustainability Services
We share your passion for corporate sustainability and efficiency

We are one of the world’s 
most sustainable corporations

Ranked 9th in 2015, Corporate Knights

“Corporate sustainability is a critical element 
of business strategy. We take pride in helping 
our customers reduce their energy spend and 
impact on the environment.”

Jean-Pascal Tricoire
CEO, Schneider Electric

• Top product of the year 
in 2015

• Top project of the year 
in 2014

• Leader in energy 
management software 2013/ 
2014/2015

• Leader in sustainability 
management software 2013 

• Leader in UK energy 
services 2016

• 2016 Partner Of The Year
• Benchmark more than 

26,000 properties
• Identified more than $5 

million in annual saving 
opportunities

• Leader in building 
energy management 
systems 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of this translates into key credentials, recognition and presence in millions of homes and one millionbuildings. In our top 20 countries, more than one infive homes has a Schneider Product. In our top 10countries, one out of every three electricians installsour products. We also have a massive presencewith the biggest hotel chains and a 40% penetrationin hospitals.
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